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Another month, and further relaxation of the lockdown restrictions. I think you will agree,
the road out of lockdown is rather more bumpy than the road in.
In this edition of the newsletter, we enjoy the opportunity to look back at the past year
and, indeed, celebrate friends from some time ago. Highlights include a list of the
awards and trophies from the past season, results from our recent friendly interclub
‘Battle’ with Solihull Photographic Society and photographs of some old friends.
Going forward, I suspect our next season at Shirley Photographic Society is going to be
very different. It is unlikely that clubs like ours will be able to meet up in person by
September, so Sue Pearmain, in her role as Programme Secretary, has been working
very hard to develop an online offering from September. More details will follow as the
plan evolves, but I know we can expect to hold some of our digital competitions online,
as well as ‘virtual’ lectures and members evenings. Many thanks to Sue for all she is
doing to keep the club running. The plan is to keep the current level of subscription at
£32, to help support the online lectures, anticipating a time when we can meet up in
person, perhaps in the New Year, or before.
In the meantime, we will keep a few activities going during the summer months. There
are several video-conferencing applications people have been using to hold virtual
meetings, but initially we will be using the Zoom platform to try out a few ideas, to see if
it meets our needs. Zoom is available on a range of different devices, from Windows
computers, Apple devices, Tablet PCs and smart phones. The plan is to run a few short
‘mini-lectures’ using Zoom to test the water.
Also, to look forward to, Mick is hoping to have some form of President’s Picnic in the
not-too-distant future and we might even be able to enjoy a ‘virtual’ pub night during the
summer. At least we won’t have to worry about who drives home!
Finally, the ongoing situation has clearly left us all short of photographic opportunities.
Looking towards the themed competition and the President’s Assignment, I think you
will agree, we need to be a little more relaxed this year. As such, when entering pictures
for Mick’s ‘Leaves or Remains’ theme, the year the shot was taken is not important, so
you can draw from your back catalogue. As Competition Secretary, I will also be relaxed
about members’ interpretations of the theme ‘Corrosion’, so anything that suggests
decay, dereliction, ageing or related themes would not be excluded. Again, the date of
the photograph is unimportant.
All the berry vest!
Phil Moorhouse LRPS
SPS Newsletter Editor
Calling all members …..
We are always on the look-out for contributions to our Society Newsletter. If you would
like to submit an article, your biography, some photographs, a tutorial, a joke, a puzzle, a
poem, an advertisement, or anything else you can think of, all contributions will be
gratefully received at:
phil-moorhouse@virginmedia.com
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A Word from
Frazer

Dear Editor,
Your readers responded positively to my
first contribution to the Shirley PS
newsletter but I suspect that they may now
have lost interest in my musings. Whatever,
this will almost certainly be my last letter to
you, but I really need to share my thoughts
with your readers. I am convinced that I
have unrecognised talents in the field of the
arts. Mummy thinks I am a mad dog who
loves playing aimlessly with his frisbee at
every opportunity and is completely
oblivious to my talent. She even calls me
Crazy Frazie. I have two talents. First, I
make amazing music by scrabbling my
claws on my frisbee and dragging it across
a hard floor. Stone, ceramic tiles and
woodwork well and produce amazing
rhythms and subtle harmonies of sound. I think I am a talented doggy rapper but Mummy
disagrees and I am not allowed to play with my frisbee indoors. She says the noise I
make is unbearable. For an intelligent woman who has some artistic talent, I just cannot
believe she does not appreciate my music.
Unfortunately, my beloved Uncle Jack and Aunty Vicky, who I stay with when Mummy
is on holiday agree with Mummy, so I am not allowed to play frisbee indoors when I am
with them either. Last summer, they took
me caravanning and the beach provided
marvellous opportunities for my repressed
artistic talents. These days, almost
anything passes as art including a messy
bed and a pile of bricks. Many artists use
multi-media techniques and sometimes
create things they call installations. I made
many installations on the beach as I
scrabbled with my frisbee. I combined my
love of frisbee music with sand painting and
I created some wonderful designs. Uncle
Jack Slade took photos of my work. I would
like my talent to be recognised but many
artists are only recognised after death.
Right now, I would prefer to stay alive so I
can look after Mummy. Rarity also adds
value to art. My creations were washed
away every time the tide came in, so they
are very rare and of course the music that
accompanied their creation is lost to the
world.
My artistry is so unusual that I doubt that fame and fortune await me. This said, feedback
from your discerning members would be very much appreciated.
Yours woofily,
Frazer Sutcliffe
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Awards &
Trophies
2019/20
Season

Eric Jones Memorial
Trophy

Natural History
Projected Group 1

Rosie Thompson

David Bentley Memorial
Trophy

Natural History
Projected Group 2

Martin Thompson

Norman J. Prue Trophy

Natural History
Projected Group 3

Mick Schilling

Hugh Owen Trophy

Natural History
Print Group 1
Natural History
Print Group 2

Jenny Ladbrooke

Jane Storer

Mobley Trophy

Natural History
Print Group 3
Set Assignment

Watkins Trophy
Tom Bartlett Trophy

Best Digital Panel
Best Print Panel

David Ward
Val Manning

Don & Elsie Wardell
Trophy

Best Themed

Sue Pearmain

Landscape Colour Trophy

Landscape Projected
Group 1

Michael Prince

Strange Trophy
Kirk Cup

Landscape Project GP2
Landscape Project GP3

Fay Venables
David Venables

Suffield Rose Bowl
Biggs Salver

Landscape Print GP 1
Landscape Print GP 2

Chris Johnson
David Ward

John Hogg Salver
Timbrell Trophy

Landscape Print GP 3
Annual Proj gp 1

Mick Schilling
Aileen Nock

Roy Holmes Plaque
Colour (Slide) Goblet

Annual Proj gp 2
Annual Proj gp 3

Fay Venables
Mick Schilling

Ken Bowles Salver
Walker Challenge Plaque

Annual Print gp 1
Annual Print gp 2

roy Buckle
Heather Thompson

Frank Smyth Memorial
Trophy

Annual Print gp 3

David Steele

John Burton Memorial
Trophy

Best Mono Gp 1-3

Chris Johnson

David Venables Shield

Best AV

Intermediate Merit Award-

Best total prints score gp 1

Hazel Lane

Advanced Merit Award-

Best total prints score gp 2

David Ward

Advanced Plus Merit
Award

Best total prints score gp 3

Mick Schilling

Tri Colour 6-Cup

Best total proj score gp 1-3

Fay Venables

Peter Woodbridge Trophy

Best Total DI's & Prints Gp
1-3

Mick Schilling

Haydn Jones Memorial
Trophy
Don Mallett Trophy

Every Picture Tells
a Story
• Create a scene to tell

a story.
• Use people to convey
emotion.
• Photograph people in
their work
environment.
• Cut out clutter for a
simple shot.
• Use colour to convey
emotion.
• Choose a different
view-point.
• Decide how much of
the story you need to
tell.
• Make a panel of
three or four images
to tell a story.

Patrick Barlow Award

David Ward

Sue Pearmain

Roy Buckle
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Competition
Results

‘Battle’ with Solihull Photo Society
A fun online competition judged by Anne Sutcliffe, FRPS EFIAP/s PPA. The following
images all scored 20/20.

20

‘From Grandma’s Sewing Box’
Jenny Ladbrooke

20

‘Swan Lake’
Val Manning

20

‘From Grandma’s Sewing Box’
Jenny Ladbrooke

Eligibility of
Competition Entries
• Work judged in previous
seasons cannot be entered
into competitions in any
format.
• Work may not be entered
more than twice during the
same season (except where
it is part of a panel)
• Work entered into the ‘fun’
competitions (Christmas
Knockout and Six Prints) is
not constrained by the
above rule.
• If an image is ‘dropped’
because of excessive entries
in a competition, it is not
counted as ‘entered’.
• If work is considered to be
so similar to a previously
entered image the
Competition Secretary has
the discretion to withhold
the work.
• Work entered for the
President’s Assignment
must have been created in
the year following the
announcement of the
theme.

20 ‘Old Josef’
Jolanta B Axon

20 ‘Protective Mother Walrus’
Chris Mallett

20

20 ‘Lilac-Breasted Roller’
Patrick Reynolds

20 ‘Willet’
Jane Roby

‘Shoreline Rock’ Dave Venables
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Competition
Results
(Continued)

The ‘Three-Themes’ Competition
Another fun online competition, this time judged by the audience. Here are some of the
highlights:

In Isolation

2nd
3rd

‘On my Own’
Graham Williams

1st

‘Alone with my Memories’
Roy Buckle

My Local Area

Did You Know? ….
If you shoot in RAW, you
can open the RAW file
more than once,
process it differently
each time, saving each
image with a different
name. Then, you can
open the files in
Photoshop, overlaying
them with different
blending modes to
create interesting
effects. Try it! It may be
useful to recover the
detail in a bland,
uninteresting sky.

3rd

‘His Early Morning Walk’
Graham Williams

2nd

‘The Fox in my Garden’
Chris Mallett

1st

‘Earlswood’
Dave Venables

‘Hotel in the Middle of Nowhere’
Tim Hutchin
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Competition
Results

Table-Top

(Continued)

3rd

‘Life on Mars’
Sue Pearmain

2nd

‘Time Flies’
Roy Buckle

1st

Puzzle Corner

‘Pocket Watch’
Chris Lee

Quick Crossword

Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
What’s driving Brexit? From here it looks like it might be the Duke of Edinburgh.
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Who’s Who?
Photographs
Contributed by
Dave Venables
and
Sue Pearmain

Newsletter July 2020
How many of our members past and present can you identify?
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Who’s Who?
(Continued)

Can you put the names to the faces?
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DoubleExposure
(in Photoshop)

Rescuing a washed-out sky by processing the RAW file twice
1. Open your RAW file in the Raw
Editor

2. Adjust the Exposure, Dehaze,
Highlights, Texture and Clarity to
reveal the detail in the sky.

Did You Know? ….
No manufacturer makes
a left-handed camera.
Cameras are exclusively
set up with the shutter
button on the righthand side. Dragon’s Den
here I come!

3. Open the RAW file a second time
and adjust the sliders to reveal
the detail in the foreground. Open
the two versions of the same
image as separate layers in
Photoshop.

4. Now use the erase tool (Opacity
50%) to carefully delete the sky
from the top layer to reveal the
detailed sky on the background
layer.
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Forthcoming
Events

Shirley PS ‘Anything Goes’ Competition
Up to 2 images on any theme to the usual address at shirleyphotos@hotmail.co.uk
By the deadline of Friday 26th June 2020 (midnight).

The Photography Show
Please note the Photography Show has now been cancelled this year.

Visit us
On-Line!

http://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
To be or not to be a horse-rider, that is equestrian.

…and Finally

Puzzle Answers

